
Cookie Policy
for bambuser.com and all subdomains

Welcome!

Here you will find all relevant information on what cookies we use, how we
use them, and why.

Most web browsers are set to accept cookies by default. If you prefer, you
can usually choose to set your browser to remove cookies and to reject
cookies. To do this, you go to the Settings for your browser. Removing or
rejecting cookies usually affects certain features on different web-sites.

The cookies we would like to use, provided that you consent to them, help
us with four key insights:

● Recognize users’ prior interactions with the website, so we can learn
how our website is being used, and what content is valuable.

● Recognizing previous interactions helps us to guide a visitor through
our website content.

● Understand and measure the effects of our marketing campaigns to
reach out to users on social media platforms with higher precision.

● Identifying current behavior allows us to tailor our advertising to be
more relevant.

Here is a list of the cookies that we may use, if you consent to them.

Name Purpose Duration Source Type

_ga, _gat,
_utmX, _gid,
id, _gcl_au Site analytics

Varies, session
to 2 years Google Analytical

_hjIncludedInS
ample, _hjid Site analytics session Hotjar Analytical

da_ Bambuser API 1 hour Bambuser Functional



access

io

Bambuser
realtime
content
updates session Bambuser Functional

bvideodeviceid
Counting
unique viewers 10 years Bambuser Analytical

bvideoclientinf
o

Counting
viewers by
country 42 days Bambuser Analytical

__hstc,
hubspotutk Marketing 13 months Hubspot Analytical

peX Site analytics 6 months Apsis Analytical

JSESSIONID,
lang, BizoX,
bscookie Marketing

Varies, session
to 6 months LinkedIn Analytical

__stripe_mid
Payment
provider 1 year Stripe Functional

muxData
Playback
analytics 20 years Mux Analytical

UserMatchHist
ory

LinkedIn Ads
ID syncing 30 days LinkedIn Advertising

_�p Marketing 90 days Bambuser Advertising

AnalyticsSync
History

Store
information
about the time
a sync with the
lms_analytics
cookie took
place for users
in the
Designated
Countries. 30 days LinkedIn Analytical



li_oatml

Identify
LinkedIn
Members off
LinkedIn for
advertising and
analytics
outside the
Designated
Countries and,
for a limited
time,
advertising in
the Designated
Countries 30 days LinkedIn Advertising

lms_ads

Identify
LinkedIn
Members off
LinkedIn in
the Designated
Countries for
advertising 30 days LinkedIn Advertising

lms_analytics

Used to
identify
LinkedIn
Members in
the Designated
Countries for
analytics. 30 days LinkedIn Analytical

li_fat_id

Member
indirect
identifier for
Members for
conversion
tracking,
retargeting,
analytics. 30 days LinkedIn Advertising



li_sugr

Make a
probabilistic
match of a
user's identity
outside the
Designated
Countries. 90 days LinkedIn Advertising

U

Browser
Identifier for
users outside
the Designated
Countries. 3 months LinkedIn Advertising

_guid

Identify a
LinkedIn
Member for
advertising
through
Google Ads. 90 days LinkedIn Advertising

BizographicsO
ptOut

Determine
opt-out status
for 3rd party
tracking 10 years LinkedIn Advertising

Short explanation of the different cookie categories:

Functional
These cookies are necessary for the Website to function properly.

Analytical
These cookies allow us to understand how visitors use our Website, so we
can measure and improve how the Website works.

Advertising
These cookies allow us to communicate or advertise to our visitors on social
media platforms.



Duration
Cookies may be session-only, in which they expire at the end of each
browser session, or may expire at a certain date.

We may share functional, analytical and advertising cookies with other
organizations, such as Google, Facebook and LinkedIn.

This cookie policy was last updated on the 21th of October, 2022.


